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The World of Spirit (God)
There are three kinds of people live in this world a) those who believe in God by a number of
names. b) Those who not believe in any God, and c) those who are not quite certain if a God
exists.
For those who believe in God there are many variations in their belief systems and that itself
causes confusion and division, even wars on this planet, in all this confusion however, there are
people who sincerely believe that there are spiritual entities, good and bad who interfere in their
lives, and are responsible for their good luck or bad luck, the latter being the most common, and
the reason why the individual is not successful in life. So, what is the truth!
To begin with, there is only One power, GOD, but each living person has their own spiritual guide,
mainly silent, from birth to death, they can be communicated with by the correct use of a
pendulum, or by hearing with some people, or during the deep stages of sleep when they
commune with the soul. Contrary to popular belief they can have a name (this is for the human
benefit) but they are not ark-angels or well-known people who have passed over to spirit or for
that matter are they all North American Indians. They do Not take over or possess you at any
time, it is not possible. The law of freewill is absolute.
So let us look at areas that alleged possession commonly appear to happen at, a) group
meditations, here some people suddenly feel afraid or cold, even shiver, often panic, which can
spread. Had some evil entity entered the circle! NO, but someone in that circle was releasing
strong negativity, and if strong enough, we could call the feeling evil. Or that individual themselves
had entered that circle feeling subconsciously afraid about something, and during the meditation
released that feeling which overpowered them. There are no entities, which can affect the human
condition, but the human subconscious can play havoc with that person.
The condition of trance that some mediums enter into during their public performances, the
genuine medium acts as a channel from the spirit world, but is not taken over or froths at the
mouth, or jumps around in the chair, again no entity occupies their body, and any such claims or
antics are fraudulent.
Hands on healing, here the person who conducts healing and is genuine, requires only to believe
in the power of spirit, to develop a positive mind and open that mind to spirit, the energy will then
flow, beware of those who claim that some entity took them over, or they were possessed. That
power was ego or vanity and a strong wish to be different from others around.
Entities taking over your pendulum and ordering you to do something or being very nasty about
another person, or getting answers that are constantly confusing, this is Not your Spirit Guide, or
is it some evil entity or spirit, it is your own negative character (chameleon)-. You should only use
a pendulum when you are calm, until you are capable of recognising the guide on the pendulum.
Stories of cars being taken over, lights flashing on or off, items of furniture etc being thrown
about, or the individual being taken over and having fits or seizures etc have nothing to do with
spirit, good or bad, but have simple natural causes covered by the laws of physics or genetics.
Hearing voices is a common cause of people claiming they have been taken over, and if these
voices are telling them to do something, they should consult a doctor, I repeat No Entities of any
kind can possess a human body and only that persons soul exists within that body, so those who
claim to be possessed or to be pushed about, or hugged by some force, need look no further than
their imagination, and should look closely at their reasons for making such claims.
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There is one force that people should recognise and be wary off, that is the force of negative
energy that some very negative individuals give off, these are people who are often bitter, mean
minded, and basically live in a world of negativity in all personal matters and relationships. They
have the capability just by their presence to make others feel uncomfortable, nervous, frightened
or even feel that they are in the presence of evil, these people normally have a very high
chameleon content in their nature, and their life to date has not been a success on any important
front. But they are not possessed by anything other than their negative character.
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God and Man
When God lifted man from the realm of the other beasts on planet earth by giving them freewill
and with it the ability to raise his intelligence, he did so in the knowledge that by doing so, he
sacrificed his control forever over man’s destiny, but that by giving man the key to his future by
giving his absolute Love as the way to grow for eternity that man would learn to walk the upward
path towards that future. So his word was and is simple for growth, LOVE, but that simplicity for
man, because of his fearful character has become for most, too hard to bother with, for to
understand love requires that one must learn to love oneself, others, the planet and life, and this
is the hardest challenge man has to face, closely followed by man understanding his own
character, so the simplicity of love becomes a challenge most people will not face.
Man as a creature suffers from his own fear and laziness, in that he looks without seeing, listens
without hearing, speaks without thinking, and if something does not happen instantly loses
interest, it is no coincidence that all things worth having in life have to be worked for, and
ignorance breeds well in closed minds, and with it all the negatives that thrive within the human
character.
God by various means does send his truths to earth but has to content himself with the knowledge
that only a few compared to the many get his messages. For as always, man looks for complex
truths and miracles, and yet in the simplest way miracles happen every day somewhere, and
people turn from despair to happiness just by some simple word or event. Man if he accepts Gods
truth and its simplicity will always go forward in life with love, happiness and collect to himself
riches, he does not need to go to spirit to gain growth.
Note God is not either sex but a power, but it is easier for human understanding to think in terms
of sex, as history has always made him male. But again spirit guides are always given names for
the benefit of humans; no spirit has a name in the spirit world.
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The Human Condition of Loneliness
The majority of human beings are by their nature herd animals, and this means that they need to
congregate in groups, starting with family groups, work groups, organised sports etc., however,
under normal conditions it would be the family, then their neighbours, so children growing up in
this set of circumstances have continuity of recognition as a person within the herd boundaries,
and though people sometimes resent others apparently always being involved in their affairs,
either directly or indirectly, the feeling of true loneliness is not present, and therefore a feeling of
stability and security is present within the subconscious mind.
Modern society today as a general rule no longer supplies this secure background for the bulk of
society, and therefore the social identification and learning which was present in the
neighbourhood fraternity is not available, and the security of recognition is missing and this has
created a transient population of the lost, searching for their true selves and the recognition of
themselves by others, and the removal of that lonely feeling which pervades their conscious mind
when alone and quiet.
Social changes and centralised work practises have brought about transient populations which
have mainly gravitated to large towns and cities, and here for many reasons, people become more
insulated, and even frightened. This has a very negative effect on the character of many, whilst a
smaller number meet the challenge head on, and change the situation to suit them. For the very
negative and unsure, their world becomes a choice of drugs, drink, singles bars, one-night stands,
or living their life through the fantasy of television or movies. Those who are natural loners within
any society are excluded from this world usually, though they might get their adrenaline kicks as
observers of human behaviour. The problem for most all concerned is LONELINESS, and this
feeling, often coupled with fear causes ordinary decent individuals to create a life, which goes from
bad to worse.
Some of the situations that happen are, entering relationships that are bad and destructive and
staying in them. Picking up a companion and sleeping with them, so as not to be alone, and
deluding yourself that there is no risk. Joining religious groups though you do not believe their
faith, or joining cults, which end up, destructive and false. Joining causes which meet as groups,
what the cause is, is not important, just the fact you are there with other people. Attending night
school classes on subjects that barely interest you, just so you can have some social intercourse
with fellow members. It is a common method for many to join groups that have book readings or
discussion sessions, here for a few hours each 5 week one becomes an identity and a voice, it is
common however that most present do not want to learn and move on with their personal growth,
and they do not want to study and learn the subject, some are there just to try and dominate and
press home their own importance, others to vent their own particular dissatisfactions which often
detract from the subject under discussion, but again most are there to ease their loneliness and
have some identity to at least a small group of people.
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The Mind and its Demons
Homo-sapiens-Man from their earliest days have suffered two great character faults, learning
ignorance (the inability as a mass to open their mind and learn properly) and to fear anything that
they could not understand, so man learned to fear storms, earthquakes, the dark etc., and in time
created beasts or spirits out of the dark, forests, mountains etc., and these eventually became
Gods or Evil Spirits to kill or frighten people because of their simple superstitions.
Throughout the centuries, fear and imagination have steadily created demons from what are now
considered normal events on this planet, however, the advent of what it called pagan religions
created gods and demons of such power that mostly all lived in terror of them. Tyrants and others
in power exploited these fears to control and plunder their local populations, but it took the advent
of the great religions to organise and collectively use the idea of evil entities, the devil, demons
and hell, this was done mainly to make the ignorant more pliable to the wishes and creed of that
particular religion and also give that particular religion power, it was not very long before some of
these religions made it plain that if you did not worship their idea of God you would not go to
heaven, and your soul would go to hell, even today, this attitude still prevails were ignorance,
poverty and poor education persist, and bigotry flourishes within hidebound religions and poor
educational attainments.
Human beings have a predilection for lies, drama and self importance, and this is best expressed
in being taken over by entities, aliens, or some form of angel or devil, unfortunately, all of these
are within that persons character, and are all strongly negative. The less certain that person is
about their own character, the stronger the problem of possession. It also has to be faced that
these possessions are always closely associated with those who would be considered failures in
their society, or are so introverted that they live in a world of illusion where reality is not a major
part of daily living. It is an unfortunate fact that poor learning ability and a bad family background
makes the problem of escapism by such dramatic lifestyles quite common.
This lack of truth and reality is quite commonly seen in spiritualism and some other religions,
mainly new age, but they do not represent the truth of spiritualism for example, where only one
entity exists, that is God, and he does not control or possess anyone, the answer to this problem
of creating fear within oneself is knowledge, that is of understanding character and life, this
however for most people is difficult, since learning something properly is hard work, since it means
change, that frightens people who are negative.
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The Judgement Seat
When YOU come to the Judgement seat will you be able to Claim that you have:
1. Learned to love yourself as a human being?
2. Extended the hand of friendship to all, instead of hate.
3. Done your best when dealing with other people to be fair and honest! or have you been
unkind, petty or spiteful because of your negativity about yourself?.
4. Have you done your best to avoid being bigoted about those that are different from you!
5. Have you claimed that you believed in God and his love, then behaved opposite to that
truth because of lack of character.
6. Have you walked through life without suffering envy, malice or greed, or have you indulged
in denigration of others because of your own unhappiness or weakness of character.
7. Have you started each day with the intention of bringing some joy to another?
8. Have you counted your blessings each day instead of your burdens?
9. Have you banned self-pity from your life! , or do you prefer to indulge yourself with that
negative feeling?
10. Do you prefer to think the worst of people and life instead of the best! if so, change that
thinking, and live with sunshine in your heart.
Note, the judgement seat is self-judgement and is the hardest kind of judgement the soul can
face.
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People and their Perception - 1
The Frightened person in life sees all problems as mountains to climb.
They see change as a threat, and Fear makes them resist it.
So, Fear and Negativity rules their life.
NEGATIVITY brings fear, a closed mind, and a suspicion that the worst will happen in all things.
Expectation of failure that becomes a self-fulfilling prophesy. Always looking for the worst in
people and finding it, even when not present. A negative person can create a bad atmosphere in
company, and if strong enough can make others uneasy or frightened. The negative person
believes in bad spirits, evil possessions and evil people, even though they themselves could be
classed as an evil person.
Negative people are prone to strong fears and are those most likely to be bigoted, and have a
strong chameleon presence, they always are mean minded, with strong feelings of jealousy, envy
and malice.
People and their Perception - 2
The Positive person in life sees problems as a slight hiccup on the way to better things, and
change as a challenge to be met for a better future.
Positive people exude confidence, happiness, and a sense of pleasure. Give others around an uplift
in life. Remove others fears, and encourage people to open their minds to positive thinking.
The positive person gives out that feeling of purpose and security, and the less certain individual
gains some confidence from that presence. Individual perception in life is about recognising the
truth of human character and situations, and making decisions based on logic and common sense
and not emotions, bigotry or prejudice. Perception is about balance of character, so the positive
person must be careful not to be too optimistic in their assessment of a situation.
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The Truth!
What is truth and why is it so difficult? let us start by an absolute Truth, all creatures are born,
and all creatures die. All other truths are a matter of perception.
Truth being a matter of perception is dependant on the character of any individual, and as such a
negative or frightened person see’s truth in a pessimistic fashion and any judgement is more
emotion than logic, equally, the positive person sees a brighter version of the same situation with
less emotion and a bit more logic. In both instances where truth concerns their personal life it is
normal for a variety of emotions to interfere with the facts of that truth, so any decisions about the
truth of that situation are distorted, it is for this reason that no two people see the same situation
completely identical, but that truth may be better arrived at if logic only is applied, then if the
decision concerns people, the emotional content is added.
Truth is also dependant on age and intelligence and its perception of that truth alters accordingly
to both these factors, but again as always the balance of character decides how close to the real
truth one gets, and since most people are short of natural balance of character and do not really
know themselves it is hardly surprising that their truths are lies of varying severity, and as this
behaviour is mostly from the subconscious, again, most people would get most indignant if you
told them they were lying, but it is all about self perception of their standing in their community.
People talk about truth, but what is REAL truth in a world where lying is part of normal
conversations, and is uttered without evil intent, as it is at that time THEIR perception of truth.
A Popular Human Disease
1). To Listen without Hearing.
2). To Look without Seeing.
3). To Read Without Understanding.
4). To Speak without Thinking.
5). To Let PRIDE override Common sense.
6). To Have a Closed Mind which Breeds Bigotry.
If YOU recognise any of these Symptoms in You, get treatment, as this disease is Fatal.
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